Course Literature for PhD Course: Kickstart to Academic Life: Information Management and Publication Process for social scientists Autumn 2015; 7.5 higher education credits

**Building networks 1: Intertextuality and scientificity through references**

**Publication strategy 1: Reaching the "Send" link**

**Ethics in Social Science research**
Literature will be provided by the teacher before the lecture.

**Publication strategy 2: Monographs and articles**

**Building networks 2: The research seminar as an intellectual arena**
For Swedish readers:

Publication strategy 3: A journal’s editor view on the process of publishing an article in a peer-reviewed journal

Building networks 3: Academic conferences and the spatiality of knowledge

Keys to a successful socialisation 3: Understanding the social world of Academia

Library workshops on bibliometry

Reference books

Additional literature in Swedish

**Additional online resources**

AWELU (*Academic Writing in English at Lund University*): From within LU: [www.lu.se/awelu](http://www.lu.se/awelu)

Emerald ‘How to’ guides:
[http://www.emeraldinsight.com/authors/guides/index.htm?PHPSESSID=kgpymd00e2ff0utsjs39r8h855](http://www.emeraldinsight.com/authors/guides/index.htm?PHPSESSID=kgpymd00e2ff0utsjs39r8h855)

*A comprehensive database of periodicals*: UlrichsWeb – Global Serials Directory:
[http://ulrichsweb.serialssolutions.com/login](http://ulrichsweb.serialssolutions.com/login)